The antiferromagnetic (AFM) CuMnAs alloy with tetragonal structure is a promising material for the AFM spintronics. The resistivity measurements indicate the presence of defects about whose types and concentrations is more speculated as known. We confirmed vacancies on Mn or Cu sublattices and Mn Cu and Cu Mn antisites as most probable defects in CuMnAs by our new ab initio total energy calculations. We have estimated resistivities of possible defect types as well as resistivities of samples for which the X-ray structural analysis is available. In the latter case we have found that samples with Cu-and Mn-vacancies with low formation energies have also resistivities which agree well with the experiment. Finally, we have also calculated exchange interactions and estimated the Néel temperatures by using the Monte Carlo approach. A good agreement with experiment was obtained.
Introduction
The CuMnAs crystallizes in the orthorhombic phase [1] , the tetragonal phase can be prepared only under special conditions by separation from an ingot or as a film by the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on a suitable substrate, namely GaAs(001) and GaP(001) [2] . The tetragonal antiferromagnetic (AFM) CuMnAs phase has attracted recently large interest as promising material for applications in the so-called AFM spintronics [2, 3, 4, 5] .
The first experiments [4, 6] found basic characteristics including structural parameters that were used in firstprinciples calculations assuming an ideal structure without defects [4] . The experiment on real samples gave the residual resistivity around 90 µΩcm for low temperature T ≈ 5 K and 160 µΩcm for room temperatures [4] . The measurements indicate local Mn moments around 3.6 µ B at room temperature [4] , the Néel temperature around 480 K has been found [7] .
The residual resistivity indicates the presence of defects whose origin and concentrations are known only very approximately [6] . Our previous study [8] identified the most probable defects but the evaluation of their formation energies represents a challenge for the theory. The same concerns also an estimate of the residual resistivity and the Néel temperature.
In this contribution we will present a more accurate estimate of formation energies and discuss in detail resistivities of samples for which possible defect structures were Email address: maca@fzu.cz (F. Máca) obtained by the X-ray analysis. Finally, we also present new, more accurate estimates of the Néel temperature for both ideal samples and samples containing Mn Cu -antisites.
Formalism
The AFM-CuMnAs prepared by the MBE has a tetragonal structure [4, 6] with the space group P4/nmm (No. 129) [9] . The atomic basis contains two formula units (6 atoms), Cu atoms are in the basal plane of the tetragonal lattice, (Wyckoff position 2a), there are two parallel layers of As atoms (Wyckoff position 2c) and two layers of Mn atoms (Wyckoff position 2c) with oppositely oriented moments. The experimental lattice parameters are a=b=3.82Å and c=6.318Å. The relative positions of atoms (in units of c) are z Cu =0.0, z Mn =0.330, and z As =0.266.
This geometry is used in the VASP calculations (Vienna ab initio simulation package using the projector augmented wave scheme [10] ) with the GGA exchange correlation potential [11] to evaluate formation energies of defects. The supercell of 96 atoms simulates the sample with defects. For VASP calculations we have used E cut = 300 eV, Brillouin zone sampling with 343 special k-points in the irreducible three-dimensional wedge of ideal tetragonal CuMnAs structure and correspondingly larger number of k-points in the supercells of lower symmetry including defects. We used atomic force minimization to relax the positions of individual atoms in systems with defects.
The transport coefficients and exchange interactions applied in evaluation of resistivity and the Néel temperature are determined using the Green function formulation of the tight-binding linear muffin-tin orbital (TB-LMTO) method in which the effect of disorder (defects) is described by the coherent potential approximation (CPA) [12] . We have verified a good agreement between densities of states of ideal CuMnAs and alloy with Mn Cu -antisites obtained both by the supercell VASP and TB-LMTO-CPA calculations [8] used below to estimate the transport properties and exchange interactions.
The transport studies employ the Kubo-Greenwood linear response theory in which the disorder-induced vertexcorrections are included in the CPA [13] . The effective exchange interactions between Mn atoms for a given shell s, J s , are determined by the Lichtenstein mapping procedure [14] generalized to random alloys [15] . Specifically, the disordered local moment (DLM) or paramagnetic reference state [8] was used.
To study the thermodynamic properties of CuMnAs we employed classical Monte Carlo (MC) simulations based on the Metropolis algorithm [16] . For simulations we used a 3-dimensional supercell composed of up to 24 × 24 × 24 elementary CuMnAs cells with periodic boundary conditions.
Results and discussion

Formation energies of defects in AFM-CuMnAs
In previous study [8] we have determined formation energy of defects assuming a single impurity in the supercell. This procedure leads to finite supercell magnetic moments for defects including Mn-atoms. In the present study we have repeated calculations by assuming two Mnatoms with opposite magnetic moments in the supercell to warrant its total zero magnetic moment (the supercell size is thus two times larger for the same defect concentration). The calculated total energy in this model, contrary to previous single impurity one, depends on relative positions of defects. We have chosen the most distant position allowed by the supercell size. Specifically, we have employed 96 atoms to simulate 6.25% defect concentrations. While the lattice parameters (a, c) given by experiment were kept fixed in all cases we have optimized atomic positions inside the supercell (relaxed system). The accurate determination of formation energies (FE) is a challenging task (see, e.g., a recent review [17] ). To identify the most probable defects we employ the simple approach in which the FE is defined as
and E tot [id] are total energies of the supercells with (def) and without (id) defects, n i indicates the number of atoms of type i (i=Cu, Mn, As, vacancy) that have been added to (n i > 0) or removed from (n i < 0) the supercell when the defect is formed, and E i are total energies of atoms in their most probable bulk phase [17] . It should be noted that actual values for the FE depend on the choice of these energies and on the determination of E tot [def] . Results for most common defects are given in Table 1 . The results show only small shift of FE if the antiferromagnetic elementary cell was used instead of a magnetic one. The same qualitative results have been obtained: vacancies on Mn-and Cu-sublattices (Vac Mn , Vac Cu ) and Mn Cu and Cu Mn are the most probable defects. Mninterstitials, Mn As or As Mn and related defects have large FE. Nevertheless, we note that FE's of defects depend on delicate details of the impurity kinetics which is not considered here. We suppose that defects with low FE's are more probable candidates than those with larger FE's even at the non-equilibrium conditions.
We note that the quality of samples prepared by MBE is strongly affected by the substrate used for growth of the tetragonal CuMnAs film. This complicates the comparison of theoretical results with results of X-ray analysis of real samples. High concentrations of Cu As and Mn As antisites, defects with larger formation energies have been found [6] for samples grown on GaAs, material with a large mismatch of lattice constants to CuMnAs.
Transport properties of AFM-CuMnAs
In the previous section we have estimated formation energies of possible defects in the tetragonal CuMnAs. The primary aim was to indicate the defects responsible for a finite (planar) resistivity (ρ pl = ρ xx = ρ yy ) observed in the experiment. Here we adopt an alternative strategy and estimate the resistivities of defects listed in Table 1 assuming acceptable defect concentrations of five percent on each of equivalent sublattices to determine a suitable defect responsible for a finite sample resistivity. We have calculated the planar resistivities for each defect-type listed in Table 1 including also the Cu↔Mn swap defect. In some cases (see Table 3 ) we will also present calculated values of the resistivity normal to the planar one (ρ zz ) and the total resistivity (ρ tot = (2 ρ pl + ρ zz )/3). The experimental planar resistivity at very low temperature is about 90 µΩcm.
The results are summarized in Table 2 with the following conclusions: (i) The defects with low formations energies (Vac Mn , Vac Cu , Mn Cu , and Cu Mn ) generally give small planar resistivities as compared to the experiment. The exception is Mn Cu -antisite with a pronounced virtual bound state at the Fermi energy [8] which results in larger resistivity; (ii) There are relatively large resistivities for In real conditions which are far from the thermodynamical equilibrium and with possible violation of the sample stoichiometry, the resistivities depend on the actual occupation of sublattices by the alloy constituents resulting in the presence of antisite sublattice disorder. This is a challenging problem for the structural X-ray analysis in the present alloy because of similar scattering cross sections of atoms forming the alloy (Cu and Mn). We have found two such attempts, namely Refs. [6] and [18] , referred below as models I and II, respectively. The first model I [6] , simulating a sample grown on GaAs substrate and schematically written as Cu-(Mn 0.86 ,Vac 0.14 )-(As 0.84 ,Cu 0.08 ,Mn 0.08 ), assumes a small Cu-excess (fully occupied Cu-sublattices with Cu As antisites), and, at the same time, a reduced Mn-content with Mn-vacancies on Mn-sublattice (Vac Mn ) and some Mn As antisites. While Mn-vacancies have favorable formation energies, the Cu As antisite and, in particular, Mn As ones have large formation energies (see Table 1 ). We have also tested a model Ia with halved defect concentrations. The other model II [18] , simulating a sample grown on GaP substrate and schematically written as (Cu 1−x ,Vac x )-(Mn 1−y ,Vac y )-As has fully occupied As-sublattice and vacancies on Cu-and Mn-sublattices with very favorable formation energies. A detailed analysis [18] has lead to two possible structural realizations, namely model IIa (x=11 % and y=4%) and model IIb (x=18% and y=8%). We have also tested a theoretical choice of x and y in the spirit of the model II, namely the model IIc with x=y=10%. According to [2] the samples grown on GaAs are of significantly worse structural quality as compared to the samples grown on GaP. The available resistivity data are for the GaP samples.
Results are summarized in Table 3 with the following conclusions: (i) In general, resistivities in the direction normal to the plane (ρ zz ) are larger as compared to the planar ones and so it is also for the total resistivity ρ tot ; Table 2 ). The explanation is not so easy as different vacancies also mean differently reduced number of carriers (different valency of Cu-and Mn-atoms). Nevertheless, both models IIb and IIc agree very well with the measured planar resistivity at the very low temperature (about 90 µΩcm); (iv) On the other hand, the model I with relatively high concentrations of Cu As and Mn As antisites with high formation energies (see Table 1 ) gives a large planar resistivity, even with a halved defect concentrations (model Ia). As it is seen from the Table 2 both defects have separately large planar resistivities. It should be noted, however, that for the model I grown on the GaAs substrate are no available transport data; and (v) For model I we have also compared its resistivity with the sum of resistivities of separate defects, i.e., with cases of Cu As -and Mn As -antisites (each with defect concentrations of 8%) and the case of 14% of Mn-vacancies. Their sum (365 µΩcm) is two times larger. Such difference has to be ascribed to different carrier concentrations in the model I and those in separated cases. In different words, while on one side is the list of resistivity patterns (Table 2) useful for a qualitative discussion, it cannot be taken literally for realistic alloys with complex defect occupations of sublattices with varying carrier concentrations. We will now discuss a possible effect of temperature on the transport. In addition to the contribution from defects, also phonons (lattice displacements due to finite temperature) and the spin-disorder (spin deviations due to temperature) contribute. A full discussion is beyond the scope of this paper, in addition such studies are limited to simple lattices [19, 20] . We present results of two simple models, namely the so-called spin-disorder resistivity (SDR) or the resistivity of the paramagnetic state above the Néel temperature, and the spin-independent finite-relaxation time (FRT) model which can serve as a qualitative model for the effect of phonons. The SDR is simulated by the DLM [21, 22] which is a proper description of the paramagnetic state while the FRT model is realized by adding a finite imaginary part Im z to the Fermi energy in Green functions entering the Kubo-Greenwood formula. The FRT model has no relations to specific temperature while the SDR corresponds to the largest possible spin-disorder at the Néel temperature. The contribution of spin fluctuations well below the Néel temperature is much smaller as compared to the SDR.
The calculated planar SDR's of the ideal CuMnAs sample as well as of samples with Mn Cu -antisites and Cu↔Mn swaps (5%) are in the range of 225 to 235 µΩcm indicating a weak influence of chemical disorder. The SDR is thus larger than the experimental planar resistivity at the room temperature (300 K, 150 µΩcm). This could be expected because the Néel temperature lies well above the room temperature. The spin disorder at room temperature is then rather weak.
We have also calculated resistivity of the model IIc in the framework of the FRT model for two choices of Im z, namely, Im z=2 mRy and 5 mRy, respectively. Calculated planar resistivities are 113 and 143 µΩcm, respectively and they are compatible with the experimental data at the room temperature assuming some unspecified contribution due to spin-disorder.
Exchange interactions and the Néel temperature
The exchange interactions were estimated from the paramagnetic reference state described by the DLM model. It describes the finite critical temperature more naturally than the state at zero temperature (the AFM reference state). In addition, the paramagnetic state assumes no magnetic order and the only non-zero interactions are those among Mn-atoms. We have demonstrated earlier [8] that for well localized moments like Mn-ones in CuMnAs, both approaches give similar although not identical values of exchange integrals. We have obtained strongly dominating AFM interactions even from the DLM reference state which are a precursor of the AFM ground state below the Néel temperature. Calculated exchange interactions were used to construct the effective classical Heisenberg Hamiltonian from which the Néel temperature was estimated by applying the MC simulations. Specifically, we have employed the atomistic spin dynamics (ASD) codes [23] . For ideal CuMnAs alloy as well as for systems with vacancies only Mn atoms on their native sublattices are considered in MC simulations while for Mn Cu antisites on Cu sublattice we consider also interactions between antisite Mn-atoms as well as interactions between antisite and native Mn-atoms. The magnetic moments on Mn atoms and the exchange interactions between Mn atoms in the supercell were set utilizing the results of the ab initio calculations. The local Mn magnetic moments were assumed to be independent of temperature. To estimate the average magnetization of the sample and its higher statistical moments we made use of classical MC method based on the Metropolis algorithm. Results of the MC simulation for ideal tetragonal CuMnAs alloy are shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1(a) we plot magnetizations of the native Mn sublattices as a function of the temperature. As the temperature increases the sublattice magnetizations are reduced due to spin fluctuations and become zero above the critical Néel temperature T N . The linear decrease of magnetization at low temperatures is a consequence of the use of the classical statistics. Recently a way how to include the quantum statistics into MC simulations has been suggested [24] .
The Néel temperature has been estimated from: (i) The peak in the magnetic susceptibility [see Fig. 1(b) ]; (ii) the peak in the heat capacity [see Fig. 1(c) ], and (iii) the intersection of the Binder cumulants [25] [see inset of Fig. 1(c) ]. The estimate (iii) is considered to be the most accurate estimate of the Néel temperature. All methods lead to similar results for the Néel temperature, namely T N = 495 K. We have also studied two alloys in which defects are present, namely the case of Mn Cu antisites and model IIa containing vacancies on Mn-and Cu-sites [18] . The latter case is simpler, as we have again only exchange interactions among Mn-atoms of the native Mn-sublattice, which contains vacancies, i.e., Mn atoms are now randomly distributed among Mn lattice sites.
For Mn Cu defects the situation is more complicated. The supercell is composed of both native Mn atoms organized in two equivalent fully occupied sublattices and of Mn Cu dopants distributed randomly on two equivalent Cu-sublattices.
Randomly distributed Mn atoms were modeled by 10 independent superlattices with the same amount of Mn atoms. The superlattices differ by distribution of Mn atoms. The simulation started from an initial temperature 900 K which decreased by ∆T = 10 K. At each temperature 4 × 10 5 MC steps were performed. To improve the statistics, for each of the 10 configurations of Mn Cu defects we simultaneously simulated 5 independent identical systems.
The final results were obtained by averaging through all Mn Cu configurations. The presence of disorder decreased the Néel temperature. The results are shown in Fig. 2 for estimates based on the specific heat and Binder cumulants, respectively. The calculated T N obtained from Binder cumulants are 465 K and 446 K for the case with 5% of Mn Cu -antisites and for the model IIa, respectively.
Conclusions
We have performed an extensive ab initio study of electronic, magnetic, and transport properties of the tetragonal AFM-CuMnAs alloy with potential technological applications. The VASP approach was used for the estimate of formation energies of possible defects while the TB-LMTO-CPA method was used to calculate transport properties and exchange integrals. Finally, the Néel temperatures were determined using the Monte-Carlo approach from calculated exchange integrals. The main conclusions are: (i) The vacancies on Mn-and Cu-sublattices, and Mn Cu and Cu Mn antisites have the lowest formation energies and can be considered as possible candidates for defects in CuMnAs; (ii) These predictions are in a good agreement with the X-ray structural analysis of samples grown on GaP(001) substrate, in addition, the samples with Cu-and Mn-vacancies have also the resistivity close to that found in the experiment; and (iii) We have also obtained a good agreement between experimental and calculated Néel temperatures. Specifically, the vacancies on Mn and Cu as well as the antisite Mn Cu defects reduce the calculated Néel temperature in comparison with that for the ideal CuMnAs while keeping a good agreement with experiment for both quantities.
